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I INTRODUCTION

1. TU Delft Studio analysis by C. Toren, N. Schoonen & M. Luijmes, The Beauty of dealing with Explosives (2018), introduction.

* Note: The contents of the grey boxes are not calculated in the word count as they serve as reference of what was done in the studio analysis.

Intro
This paper reflects on the methodology and two primary research methods that have been applied 
in my preliminary research of the Heritage and Architecture studio. By ‘Methodology’  is meant the 
rationale of the research approach. In other words, the lens through which the research occurs. In this 
paper, the research has been conducted from a typological perspective. The methods are merely tools 
that were excercized to achieve results. 

The primary methods used are ‘Logical Argumentation’ and ‘Experiment’. To show how I 
conducted research and why these two methods were used, I will use this studio research as a case to 
reflect upon my own methodology and subsequently criticize both the advantages and flaws of these 
methods. Therefore the main question of this paper is: What are the implications of Logical Argumen-
tation and Experiment in the typological analysis and design research of the Heritage and Architecture 
studio? The answer to this question allows me to reflect on these methods in the greater discipline of 
architecture, to discuss their relevance and to formulate a position on these methods towards architec-
tural research in general. 

Relevance 
When conducting preliminary research or design research as a designer, it is crucial to be aware of 
the types of research methods one uses as the method or type of research drastically determines the 
accuracy, objectivity and validity of the outcome. A research-methodological awareness is therefore 
crucial to develop, to which end this paper aims to contribute. 

What interests me is the fact that both of the above mentioned methods of research simulta-
neously contrast as well as complement each other. As L. Groat & D. Wang question if design equals 
research (Chapter II), Logical Argumentation is a research method whereas Experiment could rather 
be regarded as a design method. This way, both methods are not entirely discussed seperately in this 
paper. Therefore a paragraph is included to discover both the parallels as well as differences between 
the two.

Thesis theme and research question
The studio thesis revolves around the site ‘Plofbos’ which is part of the Hembrug Terrein in Zaandam. 
It is a former ammunition factory of the Royal Dutch Army that is now largely obsolete, awaiting trans-
formation. On our first visit to the site, the first impression was reminiscent of that of a village. It was 
the small scale of things, the scenic diversity, the small workshops and the abundance of greenery that 
triggered these associations. This notion of a village in the Plofbos zone seemed to defy the military 
pragmatism of the Hembrug Terrein as a whole. This unexpected dichotomy sparked our curiosity in 
the area and led to the thesis question: How did practical military design unintentionally yield the quali-
ties of a forest-village in Plofbos? 1 

Structure
This essay starts with discussing Logical Argumentation as the primary research method that was 
used in the studio analysis. The second paragraph discusses Experiment as the main design research 
method. This is done so by revealing relevant findings of the studio analysis, which are marked in 
the grey boxes throughout this paper*. As the former represents a more traditional and conventional 
research method, and the latter a design method, the third and final paragraph explores the key differ-
ences and similarities between research and design related to typology. Conclusively, the implications 
of Logical Argumentation and Experiment as representatives of research and design methods are 
discussed.
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II RESEARCH-METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION

2. L. Groat & D. Wang, Architectural Research Methods (2002), 379-411.
3. Ibid, 379.
4. Ibid, 383.

In the book Architectural Research Methods (2006), Linda Groat and David Wang describe seven 
methods for research. It includes Logical Argumentation and Experimental Research, both of which I 
chose for their effectiveness.2 The former because of the fast result it produces. The latter because it 
always provides a result, no matter of what quality. I will elaborate both by explaining some key find-
ings in the studio analysis. 

Logical Argumentation
The sixth chapter, Logical Argumentation, concerns the theoretical part of my research and best 
describes the method of arriving at the main research question and hypothesis. Logical argumenta-
tion entails the framing of broad explanatory theories. When a broad explanatory theory is itself the 
targeted outcome of a research endeavor, most likely the strategy used to get there is Logical Argu-
mentation.3 This is visible in the process of framing the theme and formulating a research question in 
the studio thesis. As described in the introduction, a frame and theme were already determined, using 
modes of thinking that fit with Logical Argumentation. Within the frame emerged the research question.

As the observations in the right balloon initially were not entirely self-evident, they needed some 
interpretation to determine the frame and theme. Although it was the beginning of a research, it is 
important to realize that setting the premises for that research is already a small independent research 
in itself. Logical Argumentation is accepted as a heuristic research method and lends itself well for this 
aim. It entails modes of reasoning: deductive, inductive and abductive. Deductive derives specific con-
clusions from a general rule, where as inductive establishes a general rule or conclusion from specific 
data. So both modes have one variable. Abductive is in between of the two. It combines two variables 
and looks for the most likely option. Deductive or inductive reasoning may have two or more variables, 
in which case they are syllogisms. A syllogism is constructed of a primary and secondary premise, 
which leads to a final conclusion.3 

How Logical Reasoning is applied in establishing the main research question: the main 
research question as described in the introduction contains two components that are opposing each 
other, as illustrated in diagram 2.1. On the left the practical ´military design’, which means the order-
ly, pragmatic and efficient layout as was historically intended and on the right the unintended scenic, 
seemingly disorganized and charming ‘village’ traits that were observed, and which we concluded to 
have emerged over the years. Both components concern typology, namely the ‘Military Facility’ and 
the ‘Village’. These opposing components were translated into sub research questions, which I will 
briefly elaborate on to show the modes of thinking that were applied. They are based on the premise 
that the function of Plofbos - which was testing explosives – valued safety above anything else. The 
hypothesis that this military design was about ‘pragmatism, safety and efficiency’ is therefore a product 
of Logical Reasoning.4 

What was...

(Fig. 2.1) Research theme + question: Intended versus Unintended. Own diagram from studio thesis. 

What is...

Intended design Unintended qualities

Military
Pragmatism
Efficiency

Village-like
Scenic

Experience

“How did practical military 
design unintentionally yield the 
qualities of a forest-village in 
Plofbos?”
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To better understand what was meant with military design in the case of Hembrug, it was necessary 
to first investigate Hembrug Terrein as a whole, which is done so with the first sub-research question: 
“What was the design approach behind the planning of Hembrug?”. An answer to this question can be 
formulated using logical reasoning, and by drawing on typological references. Other military facilities 
had been examined, such as the marine base in Den Helder. 
 Here, Inductive reasoning is used: it collected specific data and facts and uses them to sup-
port a general conclusion, which is in this case a historical overview of the Hembrug Terrein, which 
is shown in the appendix. In the act of inventorizing, this overview aims to show relevant facts and 
leaves out irrelevant data. This is also called a ‘state of the art’ survey, which is one of the methods 
that Ray Lucas proposes for framing a research question.5

 The second sub-research question zooms in on Plofbos itself and its buildings: What are the 
character traits of Plofbos and how did they come into existence? The aim here is to discover what 
elements stirred the associations of the ‘village’ typology, and how they relate to the history of the site. 
Here deductive reasoning is used. A general rule is the stereotype of a village; villages have small 
buildings with saddleroofs; there is lots of greenery and there are no large roads. Then there is the 
observation: “this area looks like a village”. The conclusion of this reasoning at the end of the chapter 
is therefore: because of the proportions, scale, greenery and roof type stirs the association of a village 
(see conclusion sheet in the appendix). 

5. R. Lucas, Research Methods in Architecture (2016), 34.

Intended
Unintended

1950: Diversions and untintindess. 
Unintended qualities of a village.

2050: Amplified untininess. 
Revealing both typologies 

1900: Military Structure.
Intended efficiency

(Fig. 2.2) Narrative: The crumbling process. Own diagram from studio thesis. 

What was... What is... What will be...

Intended design Unintended qualities Directing the unintended

Military
Pragmatism
Efficiency

Village-like
Scenic

Experience
DESIGN

(Fig. 2.3) Design theme + question: directing the unintended. Own diagram from studio thesis. 

“How can the spatial relation 
between buildings and nature be 
amplified while acknowledging 
the underlying military design?”

So how does Logical Argumentation shape my project? Based on these findings a narrative has been 
developed, which is the guiding theme throughout the design stage (Fig. 2.2). The risk however is that, 
since Logical Argumentation is by no means a quantifiable method, the projected narrative gets entan-
gled with seemingly scientific facts, resulting in vagueness and deteriorating credibility. 
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Five scenario’s and densities of adding floorspace are explored, ranging from 100% to 600%. The 
study subtly attempts to establish a continuation on the original qualities that balance between the ‘mil-
itary organization ’and the untidy village’. Thus volumes and floors are placed carefully by testing the 
rhythm, composition and scale of the original plan. The role of experiment here is evident. By method-
ically testing different volumetric configurations, the variables of mass, density, rhytm and open space 
are tested. 

Relevance and challenges of Logical Argumentation and Experiment within studio research
The state of the art survey was the first step in the analysis of the Plofbos, in which the current situ-
ation of Plofbos was explored. Here, conclusions were drawn regarding the associated ‘village typol-
ogy’. However, although the ‘military facility’ had been investigated through references, a typological 
research to the ‘village’ had not been conducted. Logical Argumentation allowed to shortcut to conclu-
sions by drawing on general stereotyping. Therefore Logical Argumentation is a heuristic method that 
generates immediate results, but may lack accuracy and thoroughness. Effective, but crude. Therefore 
a novel challenge within the studio research may be the consolidation of these findings with typological 
research. 
 A comparable challenge exists with experimenting. The method relies on certain elements that  
provide grip on the process. Elise van Dooren provides insight on these elements in her paper Making 
Explicit in Design Education: Generic Elements in the Design process (2013). Although experiment is 
mentioned as one of these elements, it is important to understand the other elements as well in order 
to assess the implications of experiment as a research/design method. 

The study partially rested on intuition. Interesting to see is the prioritizing of spaces that resulted from it. 100% in which no floors are added in case of absolute preserva-
tion; 150% which only uses interior volume and preserves in between space; 200% which adds small volumes in the in between spaces that follow the original scale and 
thus form a continuity; 300% where concessions have to be made and volumes are places within the ‘shielding green zones’ which are so important for the transitioning; 
and finally the 600% where vital concessions have to be made and a part of the Plofbos loses its sense of scale an character. This study however does not yet question if 
original buildings can be (partially) demolished in order to focus on the relation between density and amplifying existing qualities.

(Fig. 2.4) Diagram and text. Density study from the studio analysis, investigating density configurations within the ‘village-typology’.

Floor space on 100% - Absolute preservation

Floor space on 300% - Concessions with the shielding 
green areas.

Floor space on 150% - Preservation of open space

Floor space on 600% - Density concentrated in one 
zone.

Floor space on 200% - Subtle continuation of volume, 
rhythm and inbetween space.

Experiment
Referring back to the conclusion table in the appendix, the analysis concluded that the village-like 
qualities that we were looking to expose consisted of spatial properties: openness, rhythm, consistent 
scale, inbetween-space etc. This outcome of the studio analysis formed the foundation for the design 
question which guided the design research. How can the spatial relation between nature and building 
be amplified whilst acknowledging the underlying military design? A part of this following design re-
search was a mass study that tested through experiment how the environment, form and space, would 
respond to certain configurations and densities. 
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Historical-theoretical context
As stated in the introduction, Logical Argumentation is a research method. Experiment rather a design 
method. Although they may appear seperate methods, there are overlapping characteristics, which 
can be identified when zooming out and opposing them. Design versus research. This is done best by 
discussing some key developments that occured in the last half of the century.
 Groat & Wang claim that Logical Reasoning comes closest to Philosophical inquiry. “Of all the 
disciplines, it is noteworthy that works of philosophy themselves often do not state a “research meth-
od.” Why? Because the task of philosophy is to identify fundamental principles that frame a domain; in 
one sense philosophical inquiry encompasses any method to get to these principles.” 6  

 Coinciding with their point of view, Ray Lucas defines research as “the process by which 
you understand the world in a verifiable and consistent manner.” His view concords the modes of 
reasoning that were discussed in the previous paragraph. Lucas describes that typically, research 
concerns the application of an existing model to a new set of circumstances, or a new framework may 
be developed from empirical facts.7 These two angles represent deductive and inductive thinking. 
From these two points of view it might be debated if Logical Reasoning by itself is a research method. 
Although Lucas presents his book as architectural research theory, it is more general research theory 
than specific for architects. He seems to forget that architects and designers have their own method of 
research: design. As design relates to experiment, it is necessary to explore design as a research tool. 
 In the book ‘Designerly Ways of Knowing’, Nigel Cross recognizes that there are things to 
know, ways of knowing them, and ways of finding out about them. During history, designers and the-
oretics have often been seduced to the ‘scientific and scholarly ways of inquiry’ instead of developing 
the culture of ‘designerly inquiry’.8 Cross advocates for a designer method of research and uses Law-
son’s (1979) studies of design behavior to demonstrate two types of focus that separate the ways of 
knowing of scientists and that of designers. As a result of this study, Lawson concludes that scientists 
are problem-focused. They systematically approach the problem, analyze it, until a solution presents 
itself. The scientific method is a pattern of problem-solving behaviour employed in finding out what 
exists. The designers on the other hand, the designers generate solutions, and optimize these solu-
tions in a generative way. “The design method is a pattern of behaviour employed in inventing things 
of value which not yet exist. Science is analytic. Design is constructive.” Lawson (1979) quoted by N. 
Cross (2006).
 Where Cross differentiates design as a research method within its own right, he was preceded 
by Linda Groat and David Wang who point out some key differences as well, but then demonstrate 
the many parallels between the two. In their book, the second chapter deals with the question “Does 
design equal research?” and research is disentangled from design as two distinct kinds of activity. 
Quoting Herbert Simon they define research as “courses of action to change existing situations into 
preferred ones”.9 Groat and Wang stress however, that design activity is complementary to research 
for which it is necessary to be reciprocal by nature: “research can inform design in many ways and at 
many times in design in the design process and the design process and the eventual designed artifact 
can yield an abundance of questions that lend themselves to many forms of inquiry.” 10 In other words, 
there is an interplay between research and design where research informs design in an analytical way, 
to which design responds in a generative way, generating possible solutions and which in their turn 
provide new substance to analyze. 
 Although there are indeed many similarities as defined by Groat & Wang (Fig. 3.1 + 3.2 on the 
following page), the most prominent difference between research and design lies particularly in their 
contribution. The design will always lead to a product, whereas research leads to applicable knowl-
edge. In design the dominant activity is generative, whereas research is conducted analytical and sys-
tematically. Design focuses on the future, whereas research focuses on past and present. And finally 
design is initiated by a problem, and research is initiated by a question. 

III RESEARCH-METHODOLOGICAL REFLECTION

6. N. Cross, Designerly ways of knowing, (2006), 410.
7. R. Lucas, R. Lucas, Research Methods in Architecture (2016), 8.
8. N. Cross, Designerly ways of knowing, (2006), 23.
9. L. Groat & D. Wang, Architectural Research Methods (2002), 24. 
10. Ibid., 27
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Facets of difference Design Research
Contribution Proposal for artifact (from 

small-scale to large-scale 
interventions)

Knowledge and/or Application that 
is Generalizable (in diverse episte-
mological terms)

Dominant Processes Generative Analytical & Systematic
Temporal Focus Future Past and/or Present
Impetus Problem Question

Facets of similarity Design Research
Models of Reconstructed Logic Systematic Design Process “Scientific” method
Multiple Logics Abductive

Inductive
Deductive

Abductive (Research Design/Hy-
pothesis Formation)
Inductive
Deductive

Logics in Use Generator/Conjecture Model
Problem/Solution

Multiple Sequences of Logics,
Dependent on Research Ques-
tions and Purposes

Scope Macro/Micro and Mid-level in 
applied/clinical setting

Big/Medium/Small

Social Context Situated Practice Situated Research

(Fig. 3.1) Facets of Difference: Design versus Research (Ill. Groat & Wang, 2002, p.26)

(Fig. 3.2) Facets of Similarity: Design versus Research (Ill. Groat & Wang, 2002, p.27)
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Experiment and intuition
More about the interplay between the analytical and generative is found in the paper Making Explicit 
in design education: generic elements in the design process by Elise van Dooren (2013). She claims 
that in each creative process, five generic elements exist, that I will briefly touch upon. They are an 
abstracted system of the complex design process that provides support and helps understanding this 
process.11 To support Cross’ Designerly ways of knowing it is important to explore the main method 
behind design: experiment, with its driving force being intuition. Cross emphasizes that all the relevant 
information cannot be established and predicted in design activity. Design is therefore opportunistic, 
as its direction is influenced by what is learned along the way, whereas with research and hypotheses 
the direction is predicted and established in advance. “Given the apparently ad hoc and surprise-full 
nature of creative design activity, it is not unusual for designers, when talking about design thinking, to 
refer to the role of ‘intuition’ in their reasoning processes.” 12  

 The five generic elements of Van Dooren are: Experimenting, guiding theme, working across 
domains, frame of reference and visual language. Coinciding with Groat & Wang’s notion that re-
search informs design to which design responses in a generative way, Van Dooren shows that this is 
a method of making explicit, after which the designer makes implicit. Similar to diverging ideas, and 
then converging them in an iterative process which takes the designer further with each cycle. In this 
model, experimenting assumes the role of the driving force. As Schön (1985) describes: “Designing 
is conducting experiments and learning about the implications of these experiments”.13 It is important 
see these five elements as a complete iterative process. It is a symbiotic whole of which in practice no 
single element is ever fully absent in a design process. 
 What this shows is that although ‘Experiment’ is a design research method, it can’t be seen 
apart from the process of designing in which other elements co-exist. When in the process of de-
signing, experimenting is unavoidable, and the designer should be aware and in control of the other 
elements such as guiding theme. 

(Fig. 3.3) Left: Iterative process. Right:  Experimenting and generic elements (E. van Dooren, Making Explicit In Design Education,2013, p.3-5)

11. E. van Dooren, Making Explicit In Design Education (2013), 3-9 
12. Quote by N. Cross, Designerly ways of knowing, (2006), 52-53. 
13. Quote by E. van Dooren, Making Explicit In Design Education (2013), 7.
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In this essay I discussed Logical Argumentation as a research method and Experiment as a design 
research method, both with their advantages and flaws. Secondly, the differences and similarities 
between design and research in general are shown. My question “what are the implications of these 
two methods?” can now be answered. The answer to this question provides additional methodological 
understanding that this paper sought. Adressing these implications is a position in itself. 
 One of the issues raised during the talks on heuristics was that of confirmation bias. Heuris-
tic methods such as Logical Reasoning can be effective because they generate quick results. These 
methods shortcut to conclusions by using stereotyping, categorizing or using associations or anal-
ogies. Groat & Wang, who claim that Logical Reasoning leans towards philosophical inquiry, fail to 
recognize the danger that when a researcher defines a hypotheses, he or she unconsciously becomes 
more reciprocal to evidence to support their theory. Additionally, as heuristic methods depend much on 
personal frame of reference, it the results may become very subjective. Due to the Research Methods 
course I became aware of the fact that simply supporting personal interpretations and assumptions 
with ‘facts’ may lead to an inaccurate reconstruction of facts, consequently resulting in a blurred or 
bended version of the truth. The ‘facts’ then only serve as corroborations and may become interpreta-
tions in themselves, serving one subjective point of view. 
 So without a logically argued hypothesis, a more thorough, objective reconstruction of the 
same facts may have been produced - however, at the cost of more time and energy. Therefore, when 
applying heuristic methods, it is important to question the degree of subjectivity of the research which 
should be included in the research so the audience may do a validity check, and to be aware of where 
a hypothesis comes from. It is not wrong to make certain assumptions to establish a premises as a 
foundation of research, which may be proven right or false during the process. 
 As Nigel Cross shows, experiment is rather a design research tool. Agreeing with his point of 
view, I empirically found that since design is a form of research that does necessarily have a hypothe-
sis, it is harder to estimate the needed time or determine the requirements of the end-result. Although 
it is possible to formulate an end-goal, or features of the final design, it is likely that discoveries amend 
this formulation which can cause the designer to get lost in the design process or spend excessive 
time and energy on little result. The role of experiment, but also guiding theme and frame of reference 
as proposed by van Dooren, are therefore crucial elements to actively keep in mind so one can main-
tain control over the process. However, as design continuously generates new solutions, more energy 
generally equals a better fitting solution. The advantage of design here is that there will always be a 
solution, even when only designing for a relatively short amount of time. With research however, if the 
research is not finished, it is unlikely that there is a satisfying answer to its question.

IV POSITIONING
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Nature

Forest Earth walls Canals Trees

Open space Rhythm Scale Transition

Spatial plan

Ornamented facades Shell roofs Elements Generations

Buildings

diversity
relation

repetition 
open space

module
unity
small

contrast
hidden

dense
enclosing

border

hidden
evidence

evidence
idyllic

patterns
diversity

monumental

exterior
details

roofshape

structure
light + space

roofshape

militairy
history

evidence

continuity
typology

architecture

1900 1950 2020

?

Conclusion sheet
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1905
Construction 
of building 85.
‘Kleine Boerderij’

1920 1940

Construction 
of building 69.
‘Grote Boerderij’
Greenery plan by the Genie En-
gineers. Greenery mainly acted 
as a buffer for explosives. Canals 
in the Plofbos area formed 
closed chambers which were 
used as testing fields.

P.C.J. Noorduijn designed hedges 
and trees along the paths of explo-
sive factories and shrubs around 
sheds storing volatile products.

Branching of the existing canals 
during plantation of the plofbos, 
forming new islands as demand 
for testing fields increased.

Application of concrete 
increases (reinforced), to be 
recognized in the roofs of 
the following structures.

1901

1902

Plantation of the Plofbos, north of the ammu-
nition and bullet factories.

Area became a test zone for explosives.

Densification of the plofbos 
due to lack of upkeep.
Now serving as camouflage 
for the enemy air forces to 
hide explosive storage of 
being bombed.

Function of the area shifted 
towards storage of explosives 
& production of ammunition.

Source: Steenhuis Meurs, 2010, Cultuurhistorische Analyse Hembrug terrein, p. 61 - 66

1896
Construction 

of building 57.
‘Sas gebouw’

Timeline Plofbos

Military production and testing demand reduces 
significantly after World War II.

1900 Second generation buildings Third generation buildings Fourth generation buildingsFirst generation buildings 1950 200019501925 1975

End of the 70’s

1961

Northern forest area remained 
an open field until the end of 

the 70’s, excluding some shoot-
ing ranges surrounded by broad 

tree-lanes. 
Lack of maintenance, densifying 

the area.

Pipelines constructed between 1961-1973, transport-
ing steam to heat up the buildings (safer than gas or 
petroleum due to risk of explosives).

Construction  of build-
ings 414, 416, 417, 418, 
419, 420

Underground shooting ranges built 
north of the plofbos under building 
429.
Consisting of three shooting ranges of 
50, 100 and 200m.  
Also acted as a basement cellar.

Construction of building 
52 / 53 / 54a-b

1952

1956

1991

1983
Closure of the Artillary Inrichtingen, com-
pletely abandoning all military activities. 

After WWII
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The Hem area used to be a dredging depot of the ‘Rijkswaterstaat’ for Public 
Works and Water Management for the storage of peat, clay and sand from the 
North Sea Canal. 
Before that a big coalwarehouse 
was built for the Dutch Marine.

Origin

The Neutraliteitspolitiek. 
Making the Netherlands independant on import 
of weapon and ammunition, forcing them to set 
up their own military industry. 

1860Mid-19th Ct.

A Dutch law called the ‘Vestingswet’ (1874) 
prioritized the completion of the new 
Dutch waterline, a defense network built 
around Amsterdam.

1874

Risk of armed conflicts increased in Europe, giving an impulse 
to the war- and weapon industry in Delft.

Digging of the Northsea canal.

1865 - 1872

8500 employees worked at Hembrug 
at its peak. Employees worked in bad 
conditions, making 60-hour work weeks.

19171914
First railroad access.

Plantation of the Plofbos, north of the 
ammunition and bullet factories.

1920

After WWI the number of employees dropped 
to less than 2000 in 1921 and even closure was 
considered.

1921

The ‘Stelling van Amsterdam’s ground 
force lost its relevance  because of the 
new air forces flying right over it.

Netherlands neutral during 
WWI, but military production 
expanded. Hembrug perform-
ing now as a well functioning 
munition- and weapon factory 
and containing researches and 
test departments for military 
purposes.

Pre-WWI

Broadening of the North-Sea 
canal.
Construction of the second 
Hembrug.

1906

VESTINGSWETFR - DEFR - DE NEUTRALITY 
POLICY

Artillerie Inlichtingen becomes a 
limited company (N.V.)

1959

1969

Set up of the Mobilization Complex on 
the western part of Hembrug.

1950

Artillerie Inrichtingen split intoEuro-
metaal and  N.V. Gereedschapwerktu-
igen industrie Hembrug.

1973

The production of lathes led to numerous innovations. The CNC 
machine was introduced and from 1969 the company specialized in 
precision lathes that were sold under the name Mikroturn.

Eurometaal manu-factured 
parts for cars, forklifts, 
milking robots, high-quality 
precision tools, illuminated 
signs, sailing boats, and 
sustainable locks.

1973

E.M. T.I.

Timeline Hembrug

Pe
rio

d 
I -

 O
rig

in
 to

 1
90

0
Pe

rio
d 

II 
- T

he
 W

or
ld

 W
ar

s
Pe

rio
d 

III
 - 

 P
os

t w
ar

Construction of the first 
Hembrug, connecting de 

Hem with the Nieuwe Zee-
haven, linking the railroad 
between Amsterdam and 

Zaandam.

1875

Construction of ‘De Stelling van 
Amsterdam’.

1881 - 1914

Reorganisation of the ‘Affuitmakerij’ in Delft, 
renaming the company ‘Artillerie Inrichtin-
gen’.  No more space fo r 
expansion in Delft.

1887

Moving the Militairy heart from Delft to 
Hembrug.

1887 - 1924

1896
Electricity 
access.

1895 - 1900
Construction of the Hembrug 
complex started, Consisting of 
a weapon-, pattern- and bullet 
factory.

Two attempts to bomb the Hembrug by the 
Germans failed due to Dutch partisans.

1945

Big economic recession. Dutch Military financing was really 
low, reducing the army to its minimum.

1930 After WW2

Occupation of the Hembrug by the Nazis. 
Activity drops and employees drop from 7000 
employees 1940 to 1700 employees 1943.

Shelters were built under some buildings and 
two concrete shelters were built on the site.  
Production now resumed for the Nazis, making 
them machine guns, field guns, anti-aircraft guns, 
ammunition and other equipment.

At the end of the second World 
War the Artillerie Inrichtingen were 
completely robbed and had to start 
its company from scratch.

Densification of the forest area. 
(camouflage for enemy air forces) 

1940

1940

1940-1943

HEMBRUG

1940-1945

The Stelling van Amster-
dam became UNESCO 
Worlds Heritage.

1996 2003

Closure of the Artillary Inrichtingen. 
Destruction of the  third Hembrug 
bridge. 
Construction of the Hemtunnel.

Privatisation of Hembrug, moving 
the company to Haarlem. Develop-
ment of precision lathes continued.

1983

1983
Hembrug terrain was sold for 41 milion euros to ABC 
Planontwikkeling BV. Eurometaal was eventually taken 
over by the German company Rheinmetall, and produc-
tion ceased in 2003. 
Hembrug became on the list of Heritage.

On the grounds of the former Artillery-Institutes, the Hembrug muse-
um was set up, which provided information about the past, present 
and future of the activities there. At the end of 2017 the museum was 
closed and the collection transferred to the Zaans archive.

Dutch Military Defence 
leaves the Hembrug 
Terrain officially.

2006 - 20172000

A.I.

Sources: Steenhuis Meurs, 2010, Cultuurhistorische Analyse Hembrug terrein, p. 66 / Het verleden, heden, toekomst, E. Holleman, R. Reijke, 2006
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20m

Blast radius

 Directing potential explosions 

 Treelanes for camouflage

 Canal system as fire compartments

 Earth walls to sustain blast impact

 Pipelines providing steam to heat the buildings, 
instead of flammable gas

Building overview
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Typological inventory of buildings


